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"Palpably advanced he infuses an earthy, I've-lived-every-word sincerity, A Superlative DEBUT." (Larry

Flick Billboard) Sparkles with energy and sincerity (Roger Levesque, Edmonton Journal) 13 MP3 Songs

FOLK: Modern Folk, Shake Americana Slow Burn Avenue Songs Details: Shoot Shoot - Andy Northrup is

voted by the USA's Stonewall Society as their "Musical Artist of the Year" for 2005 with Andy's tune "It

Ain't Easy" voted as "PRIDE Song of the Year" for 2005 which can be found on Northrup's latest release

"Cardboard Logic". Shoot - Northrup's new disc "Cardboard Logic" is up and selling check it out at

cdbaby.com/cd/anorthrup2 Shoot*Shoot Andy Northrup's "Slow Burn Avenue" has just been reviewed in

Larry Flick's "Continental Drift" column in the August 24, 2002 issue of Billboard magazine. Thanks to

Larry for finding the album and giving it a serious spin. It was recently announced that "Slow Burn

Avenue" placed in the #3 slot for the top GLBT albums for the year 2003 at outvoicethe leading GLBT

chart. Andy has also recently won a 2002 Stonewall Society Pride Award. Specifically Andy's song "Being

the Joke" has won the Genre Award for this year. Thanks to the Stonewall Society for their recognition of

our music and also for their work in human rights and tolerance issues. Roger Levesque, host of CJSR's

"Planet Shift" and reporter for the Edmonton Journal did an article for the Journal on the CD Celebration

for "Slow Burn Avenue". Here's what he had to say: "To these ears, Northrup's songs offer an insightful

depth you won't find with most up-and-coming songwriters who can get lost in penning love songs.

Despite it's dark material, 'Slow Burn Avenue' sparkles with energy and sincerity." David Crosson - Editor

of "Outlooks" magazine has this to say about the album: "with thoughtful folksy lyrics and tight musical

performances, this album crosses a number of genre boundaries smoothly and successfully. With "Slow

Burn Avenue", his debut CD, Northrup is seeking to expand the scope of his core audience. And there is

no reason to expect that he won't succeed." "He's Bruce Springsteen with 'fag' on his t-shirt; Bob Dylan
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with a shrunken hypothalamus. All I know is that I've been converted: even on first listening, this CD got

my head bobbing like one of those spring-necked animals that reside on the dashboards of taxis." Slow

Burn Avenue has just jumped into the #3 spot with a bullet on outvoice 's top 40 chart of out artists.

Northrup also writes for musical theatre, film and lately has written text for classical choral composition.

Shoot - Northrup's 'Slow Burn Avenue' hits #1 on outvoice 's Top 40 for March 10, 2002 and remains at

Number 1 for the third week in a row as of March 25, 2002. Flash March 28, 02 - Great new review from

Midwest-Ursine in Chicago Il. Check it out at Andy's website in the reviews section. Outvoicefor the week

of April 15, 2002! Edmonton's Andy Northrup Makes U-Turn Back to Number One on "Slow Burn Avenue"

Andy Northrup's "Slow Burn Avenue" is pricking up ears and finding radio play across the U.S. much to

the delight of the Canadian folk rocker. The album is garnering rave reviews for Northrup's honest

songwriting and social commentary, with LGBT radio shows stateside spinning his "Conspiracy." Meaty,

weighty, well-crafted tunes, well worth your time."
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